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1Fasten the Swaybrace to the Leg Sections using Kit #21, engaging the tapped inserts 
located in the rear of each Leg Section. 
Position Tubeframe on top of Leg Sections, 
making certain the Workplace® label faces 
front. Using 
KitKit #02, insert the threaded Joining Plates 
(boss side up) into the open ends of the 
Tubeframe.
Install plastic End Caps at open Tubeframe 
ends.
MountMount Casters to the base of Leg Sections 
using Kit #38,making certain to orient Cast-
ers in desired line of travel. This task is simpler 
when the unit is being assembled upside down 
on a protected surface.
Using Kit #42 fasten Mobile Plates to each end 
of the Shelf, aligning pre-drilled holes in both 
members. Next, position Shelf with mounted 
Mobile Plates onto the base of the Leg Sec-
tions. Align holes in Shelf Plates with those in 
Leg Base. Fasten together with the parts re-
maining in Kit #42.

The Workplace® nameplate is on the front of the frame. Make certain it is facing the same  
direction as the Leg Frame tubes with the tapped inserts on their outside face.

Important! Proper Frame and Leg alignment is crucial!

To change workheight, remove hardware 
from above and below the horizontal 
crossmember, adjust leg extender 
(in 1-1/2" increments) and replace 
hardware. Tighten fasteners 
securely. 

Using the Adjustable Height Feature

•

•

It may help to assemble the frame upside-down on the 
bottom side of   worksurface. 
Place worksurface right-side down on protected area on a 
bench or floor to prevent scratching the  worksurface top. 

ASSEMBLY TIPS

HARDWARE KITS
Kit #02                                       
4 ea. - Joining Plates              
8 ea. - 5/16" Flat Washers      
8 ea. - 5/16-18 x 3/4 HHCS    
(Hex Head Cap Screws)           
Kit #21
4 ea. - 5/16-18 x 3/4 HHCS4 ea. - 5/16-18 x 3/4 HHCS
4 ea. - 1/4" Flat Washers
4 ea. - 1/4-20 x 3/4 RHMS

Kit # 38
16 ea. - 5/16-18 Serrated Flange Nut
16 ea. - 5/16-18 x3/4” HHCS
Kit #42
8 ea. - 1/4-20 x1/2” RHMS
8 ea. - 1/4-20 Serrated Flange Nut      

HEAVY-DUTY WORKSTATION: MOBILE
with Shelf


